
The words in the box end in –ary or –ery.                      
Underline the words that end in –ary.                            

Circle the words that end in –ery. 

anniversary  voluntary  stationary delivery  summary 
vocabulary  necessary  glossary  machinery  artery 
salary    February     flattery    scenery    elementary 

misery           ordinary       stationery 

Study the words and write them next to the                   
appropriate letters. 

__________ __________ __________ __________ 
__________ __________ __________ __________ 
__________ __________ __________  

__________ __________ __________ __________ 
__________ __________ __________ 



Write the missing letters. Then, write the complete 
word. 

anniversary  voluntary  stationary delivery  summary 
vocabulary  necessary  glossary  machinery  artery 
salary    February     flattery    scenery    elementary 

misery             ordinary        stationery 

ann__vers__ry 
el__ment__ry 
vol__nt__ry 
ne__ess__ry 
__eb__u__ry 
ord__n__ry 

Write a definition for each word below. Use the 
word in a sentence. 

________________
________________
________________
___ 
________________
________________

stationary _______________________________________   
_________________________________________________ 
stationery _______________________________________ 
_________________________________________________ 
Write two words from the box that specifically deal 

with words.____________  _____________ 
Write a word from the box that has something to do 

with money._______________ 



Write the missing letters. Then, write the complete 
word. 

anniversary 
elementary 
voluntary 
necessary 
February 
ordinary 

Write two words from the box that specifically deal 
with words. vocabulary   glossary 

Write a word from the box that has something to do 
with money.   salary 



anniversary  voluntary  stationary delivery  summary 
vocabulary  necessary  glossary  machinery  artery 
salary    February     flattery    scenery    elementary 

misery             ordinary        stationery 

Write a word from the box in each blank. 

1. 1983 was the 100th year ______________of  

      the invention of paper bags. 

2. It is_____________to choose foods from the four     

      food groups. 

3. Valentine´s Day comes in_____________ 

      of each year. 

4. Dr. Brown will present a _______________ 

      of her recent experiments. 



Write a word from the box in each blank. 

1. anniversary 
2. necessary 
3. February 
4. summary 



anniversary  voluntary  stationary delivery  summary 
vocabulary  necessary  glossary  machinery  artery 
salary    February     flattery    scenery    elementary 

misery             ordinary         stationery 

Make a word from the box out of each word  
below. What did you add? 

deliver____________     machine___________  
flatter ______________ 

Write a word from the box that has something to do 
With children. _____________                                                   
With writing.____________ 
With blood._____________With praise _____________ 
With sadness.________________ 



Make a word from the box out of each word  
below. What did you add? 

delivery      machinery     flattery 

Write a word from the box that has something to do 
with children. elementary                                                   
With writing.  stationery 
With blood.  artery   With praise  flattery 
With sadness. misery 



anniversary  voluntary  stationary delivery  summary 
vocabulary  necessary  glossary  machinery  artery 
salary    February     flattery    scenery    elementary 

misery             ordinary       stationery 

1.   The oil  company´s largest_______________rig is 

      featured on it´s _______________, it´s trucks,  

      and in it´s advertising. 

2.  "____________will get you nowhere." and 

      "_____________loves company." are 

 two very old sayings. 

3.   The meeting is____________and will be  

      held in the____________school. 

4.   Jim does not earn a large____________as a 

_____________boy. 

Write a word from the box in each blank. 



Write a word from the box in each blank. 

1. stationary  stationery 
2. flattery  misery 
3. voluntary  elementary 
4. salary  delivery 


